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3 Featured Artist
RICHY LOOP
At 23 years old, one of the newest rising artist, Richard
‘Richie Loop’ Webb, has begun to make his audience sit up and
take notice as he makes strides towards solidifying his name in
music history. With a budding catalogue, the singer, songwriter
and producer currently has four singles in rotation in the Caribbean
and overseas.
Born in Kingston and raised in the parish of Clarendon,
Richie Loop attended Clarendon College but has always
had a love affair with music and all that it embodies. An
entertainer at heart, he dabbled in dancing and acting as a
child but later pursued studies in Information Technology
at Excelsior Community College. Upon completion,
Richie Loop worked at Gumption Recording Studios as
a composer. However, wanting to further his growth,
he ventured to Gal A Rush Recording Studios, where he
spent five months fine tuning his craft. During that time
he was afforded the opportunity to work with veteran
reggae artist Derrick Morgan. It was while working with
Derrick Morgan that Richie Loop got his big break when he was approached and offered a contract by Robert Livingston
CEO of Scikron Entertainment/Big Yard Music Label.

Interview with Yardvibes Magazine
1. what up coming projects are you currently working on and
where do you hope to be in the next 5 years?
Answer:
Right I have a few upcoming projects mostly singles to be
exact.
I am looking forward to release “tomorrow “ a more hardcore
side of richieloop alto ego “kraytus” and then I will be
releasing a song called “bad” which is dedicated to the ladies.
In the next 5 years time I will but a multiple award winning
Grammy artiste and a father, and CEO of my business.
2. how long have you been in the entertainment business and
do you think dancehall has changed over the years?
Answer:
Been in the music business for a which now about 8 years
from the age of sixteen, and yes dancehall as changed I just
think its over flooded, too much music of quantity than
quality. But respect to all producers and composers its a faster
time and ppl demands r more.
3. are there any other artist that influenced your success?
Answer:
Yes artiste such as lil Wayne, shaggy,beenieman, elephant
man, busy signal, d-major and lots more international artiste
that I listen to.

Richie Loop describes his experiences with Robert Livingston as a critical learning process in his career. He goes on to say,
“In my daily musical walk, I am able to learn from one of the greatest manager/producer of all time and continue the
legacy of Scikron Entertainment. My main focus is to work on improving my skills by incorporating new styles of beats (a
fusion of dancehall, disco, rock and hip hop) and songs that people will enjoy.”
In 2009, Richie Loop and D-Lynx produced ‘Brainstorm’ riddim which was quickly followed-up with ‘Maad A Road’
and ‘Sweat Shop’ riddims. Richie Loop produced songs on two of the riddims he brought to life namely – ‘Wants It
Good’ on the ‘Brainstorm’ riddim and ‘Gyal Whine’ on the ‘Sweat Shop’ riddim. The production of such captivating
riddims have not only gained Loop media attention but it has also allowed him the opportunity to work with
notable artists such as Shaggy, Busy Signal, Christopher Martin, Ce’cile, Voicemail, Red Fox, Lukie D, Tony
Matterhorn, D-Major, D-Lynx, Iceman, and upcoming female dancehall artist Rae Tay.
In February 2010, Richie Loop stepped behind the mic and voiced the popular party anthem, ‘My
Cupp.’ The single has been an instant bang which has grabbed the attention of radio, disc jocks
and various media outlets. ‘My Cupp’ single and video has found its way atop several reggae
and dancehall charts locally and internationally. Adding to his growing catalogue Richie Loop,
released his collaboration with dancehall star Busy Signal and stablemate D-Major titled ‘Party
Like Its Your Birthday’, which is hoped will have a similar impact as ‘My Cupp’.
This multi-talented phenomenon shows no sign of slowing down as he hopes to work with
other Jamaican artists as well as international acts.
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q News/Entertainment

Ken Booth, another one of Dennis’s great influences, then soothes us with his vibrato style while
singing a belated “Happy Birthday” to The Crown Prince of Reggae. When he asks the crowd
if they “Alright” they respond with a loud “Yeah!” and he begins singing again with “If I Fall in
Love Again” and “Puppet on a String” as the crowd sings along.
Around 11:30pm great friend and co-songwriter to Dennis Brown, Big Youth, graced the stage
with crazy dance moves and conversed with crowd. “Wa’gwan? Teach the youths to help and
depend on themselves---self-preservation.” The crowd loves him as he quoted Dennis, sings
a little acapella, and then the music fades in with “Hit the Road Jack” and then “Natty Dread
inna Babylon,” as he throws off his jacket and begins thrashing his dreads into the air. Up next
is the legendary Heptones with their perfect harmonies, conscious lyrics and red suits; they
somehow seem modern in their retro style playing some of their best hits such as “We’ve Got
to Live Some Life,” “Book of Rules” and “Yes I.”

Tribute to the Crown Prince of Reggae
Mr. Dennis Emmanuel Brown
By Sarah Brody

A partly cloudy day with a breeze and spacious
Victoria Pier helped create a nice setting
for the Dennis Brown Dennis Brown, this
concert finally came to fruition after three
postponements. Showcasing young and
Tribute in downtown Kingston Jamaica. Part
of February’s Reggae Month concert series
celebrating The Reggae Greats birthdays
Bob Marley, Peter Tosh and up-and-coming
talent as well as big artists, the Dennis
Brown Tribute boasted names such as
Beres Hammond, Cocoa T and Junior Reid.
The event started on time and was off to a fabulous start with good
sound and a beautiful sunset along the water. Selectas played all the great Dennis
Brown tunes from Silhouettes to The Promise Land. Vendors hawking a variety of things from
peanuts to cell phone credit, you can get almost anything if you stand in one place long enough. The Jamaican Tourist Board among
other sponsors was in full effect with banners and flags promoting themselves while adding festive decoration.
Dubbed by Bob Marley as “The Crown Prince of Reggae” for being his favorite singer, it was clear after this event that Mr. Dennis
Emmanuel Brown has influenced many current Jamaican reggae artists. Almost every single one of the performers at this event gave
tribute to the legend by singing at least one of Dennis Brown’s songs, and each one was a treat for those of us that did not get to see
The Prince perform them live. A few of the artists that performed had known Mr. Brown personally since his early career in the 1960’s
such as Errol Dunkley, Ken Booth and Big Youth.
Nyahbinghi drummers graced the stage and set the vibes to positive and then the band began a medley of Dennis Brown songs to
get everyone pumped up. The most notable artists in the beginning of the show were Scratchylus and Empress Reggae, Mama Kaffe,
and Jah9 who had conscious lyrics and great presence. Toots Hibbert, Prophecy and Dean Frazier also gave memorable performances.
Kiddus-I and Ras Michael received a truly positive response from the crowd, with Ras Michael drumming through “Africa We Want
to go Home” and “None of Jah Jah Children No Cry.” Next up was the smooth voice of Duane Stephenson, all smiles sweetly singing
Dennis’s “Here I Come.” We The People, with Bongo Herman and a mean horn section tore up renditions of The Mission Impossible
Theme and The Beatles’ Norwegian Wood. Junior Sinclair broke it down old school style with Mr. Brown’s “Fussin’ and a Fightin’”.
Sharon Tucker and Mary Isaacs gave powerful performances with their strong voices.
As the crowd really began to fill in Mikey General busted out with another great Dennis Brown song “Sitting Here Watching” and
then sang one of his hits “African Soldier.” Chuck Fenda continued the momentum with the crowd loving his rendition of “Shall I
Have Faith in You” and then his big tune “Don’t Know What It Means.” Iba Mahr once again brings the positive crowd-pleasing vibes
with his biggest tunes “Will I wait in Vain,” “I say” and “Burning” as well as Mr. Brown’s “No Man is an Island.” Around 9:30pm the
energy gets turned up a notch as Junior “One Blood” Reid bounces onto the stage with his signature “One Blood” and then into “No
Visa and No Passport” then back to a Hip Hop remix of “One Blood.” He spends the time on stage to give big respect to Mr. Dennis
Brown, then singing “Warrior” with great crowd participation and as he exits stage left he belted out one bar of “This is Why I’m
Hot.”
After a quick band change, the hugely popular Chronixx gets the Kingston crowd going with Dennis’s “Love Has Found Its Way.”
He then says he’s “gonna do that lovey-dovey ting,” with “Do You Remember the Days” and some of his hits including Dancehall
selection “It a Burn” and burn it did! Chronixx is definitely one the hottest up and coming artists in Jamaica. And then along comes
Protoje singing “Kingston Be Wise” and, well, you can imagine the response from a Kingston crowd!
Up next the legendary Errol Dunkley who was one of Dennis Brown’s biggest influences and toured together in showcases in
the 1970’s. Mr. Dunkley cooed his lovely tones on tunes like “How I Love to Have you” and “Go on in the Evening, Go on in the
Morning.” He then pays tribute to Alton Ellis, Sugar Minott and Gregory Isaacs with one verse each of “I’m In a Dancing Mood” and
“I Don’t Want to Be Lonely Tonight” acapella and then “Black Cinderella” comes in nice and hard but silky smooth.
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And then the crowd goes wild when they hear the first few notes of “No I Can’t” and “I Feel Good” as superstar Mr. Beres
Hammond launches into his performance. He spoke of what a wonderful person Dennis Brown was and how much he is missed.
Looking a little more worn since Rebel Salute as he battles throat cancer, you would never know it by his energy and singing, for he is
still on point and sexy as ever as he teases us with a few bars of “No Disrespect,” “Tempted to Touch” and “I Wanna Go Home.”
Then he brings up special guest Cocoa T (who was not on the bill) and they sing his signature song “Tune In” and air horns go off
for the first time all night as Beres sings back up. A small, meek man in all blue wanders on stage and belts out “Longing For” and
it takes a second for me and the crowd to realize Jah Cure is on stage. He seems meek for he turns to go off stage and Beres stops
him as they sing “When Can We See Each Other Again” and “Longing For” before a sexy verse of “Unconditional Love.” Beres and
Cocoa T continue along with “She Loves Me Now” before making room on stage for the great Richie Stevens as they all sing Mr.
Dennis Brown’s “Stay at Home” to end the evening on an incredibly high note. All in all, it was an honorable and positive tribute Mr.
Dennis Emmanuel Brown would have been proud to have received.

Who doesn’t know of “Snoop Dogg” and his musical
career? This artist is one of the wealthiest and most successful rappers in the music

industry that emerged in the 1990’s. Snoop grew up in Long Beach, California and was a
member of the Rollin’ 20 Crips as a youngster. He is also one of the few who are still recording
today and part of the West Coast rap group. His solo albums since 1992 are worth more than
$150 million and his net worth is more than $110 million! So why is there a massive amount
of chatter, gossip, and criticizing about his now “new” name? Yes, it has been out there in
the media for a reason. Snoop Dogg is now “Snoop Lion” thanks to his Rastafarian faith that
he has found. This is no joke and he did not change his name just for an album or a song.
He actually changed his name because he now follows the Rastafarian movement and its
beliefs.
Snoop Lion has also shot a documentary on the Rastafari Movement and their culture as
prove of his faith. However many are skeptical about it since this documentary will also be
part of his new reggae album released called “Reincarnated” which will include the album,
a photo book, and the documentary. But to Snoop Lion it really does not matter what
people say or think about his new identity. He was “born again” when he visited Jamaica
in February of this year (2012). He wants to make music that kids and the elderly can
listen to vs. hip-hop where guns and hustling did not contribute to society’s well-being. He also
added that he is “Bob Marley’s” reincarnation which did not suit well with many Rastafarians followers. Snoop also received
the Ethiopian name of “Berhane” meaning “light of the world.” What’s even more shocking for rap & hip-hop followers across the
world is Snoop Lion’s latest statements about himself.

Snoop Lion

“I’ve been on the top ever since I’ve been in it,” he explained. “I got rap songs that will never die. And that ain’t with no disrespect
but I’m tired of rap.” While in the studio, he distanced himself from his musical past by referring to Snoop Dogg in the third person.
“F*** Snoop Dogg. Don’t think about none of the s*** he rapped about: hustling and making money and drug-dealing and
shooting. All that s***’ll be out of here,” he said to his collaborators in the studio.” (Nydailynews.com)
“I’m a wise man in the music industry,” he said. “Not that I’ll never do rap again because I’m always gonna do what I love, but right
now I’m Snoop Lion and I’m having fun with this reggae movement so hopefully you guys will enjoy it as well. Reggae was calling...
it’s a breath of fresh air. Rap isn’t challenging; it’s not appealing.” (foxnews.com)
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s Featured Dancers
DRASTIK STARz ENT IS A GROUP CONSISTING OF DANCERS OF A NA-

TURE OF STREET DANCING, BUT HAS THE SKILLS OF A PROFESSIONAL DANCER. WE
COME TOGETHER AS A TEAM TO PROTRAY DANCEHALL CULTURE TO THE WORLD,
IT IS OUR GIFT AND WE ARE UTILIZING IT TO ENTERTAIN D FURTHER MORE ENDURE
THE CULTURE OF DANCEHALL. SO HERE ARE THE MEMBERS OF THE TEAM.
ACKEEM DRASTIK, RAPPA DRASTIK, SO NEAT DRASTIK.
Our main goal is to be the best dancers/promoters and entertainers. These guys
are young and versatile and will get the job done! we are “DRASTIK ENTERTAINMENT” Rappa dyer Drastik squad, Ackeem lovie dovie Drastiks,kemo drastiks ,
these persons are Drastik ent. My dancers are dedicated and hard working and
only the people can motivate them. “WHEN I FIRST STARTED TO SEE THEM DANCE
I KNEW FROM THERE, THE MORE THEY DANCE, THE MORE PEOPLE ARE HAPPY
AN THE MORE THEY STAY TOGETHER LIKE FAMILY AN LOVING WHAT THEY DO.
I WATCHED THEM OVER & OVER THAT’S WHEN YOU KNOW THE PEOPLE JUST
CANT GET ENOUGH! THERE MY DANCERS,CREW,FAMILY. WE ARE: DRASTIK
SQUAD<----- THEY LOVE TO DANCE THATS WHAT THEY DO. THEY LIVE IT,
BREATH IT & SHOW IT TO THE WORLD. Feel free to contact our page or the
manager of the group, the dancers will put on shows for u on youtube, the promoters will establish any parties that are endorsed by us so keep a keen eye and
a open ears... contact us by the numbers Manager: (914) 484-5023 or 4679323
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TAMPA DHK

IM 26 FROM HAITI I STARTED DANCING AT 5 YRS OLD IN SCHOOL AND
AT PARTIES. AT THE AGE OF 10 I STARTED A GROUP “BLADE” FROM
DELMAS 32 HAITI WE DANCED EVERYWHERE AND ANY PLACE. MY
GROUP AND I NEVER STOP. ONCE WE MOVED TO AMERICA IN 2004, WE
RELOCATED TO FORT LAUDERDALE AND I START DOING DANCEHALL IN
2008 . I WAS IN DANCEARAMA COMPETITION WHERE I WON 2ND PLACE
I ALSO WON 2ND PLACE FOR THE FLORIDA DANCEHALL KING 2009 IN
FORT LAUDERDALE. I MOVE TO TAMPA, FL IN 2010 AND NEVER STOPED
LOVING DANCEHAL AND IN 2013 I WON TAMPA FL DANCEHALL KING
TITLE. WHEN I FINANLLY WON IT MADE ME FEEL LIKE IM REAL DANCER. I
WANT ANY PROMOTERS TO GO FAR WITH THE DANCEHALL.JAMAICAN
PEOPLE THATS MY PEOPLE I LOVE DEM LIKE I LOVE GOD MY MOTHER
AND FATHER AND SISTER GOD BLESS. YARDVIBEZ BIG UP ANY TIME ANY
WERE YOU DEH. TAMPA DHK 2013
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f Caribbean Culture News

Tommy Lee Sparta flops in Trinidad?

Artiste’s publicist blames upsurge in crime... Tommy Lee Sparta’s publicist Keona Williams

has denied allegations that a Tommy Lee concert that was booked for an undisclosed venue in South Trinidad was a
flop, due to hatred for the artiste and his music. According to Williams, Trinidad has a crime problem which prevented patrons from supporting the event. News broke earlier in the week on a popular website that Tommy Lee Sparta
received no support from the Trinidadians. The site also shared photos of an empty venue with about nine persons
present. It also reported that Tommy Lee Sparta did not bother to perform. Williams says the headlines coming
from the websites are lies. “The headlines are twisted, Tommy Lee Sparta was warmly received in Trinidad. Since his
arrival, all his fans flocked him for photos and autographs at the airport, the mall, the park and two radio stations
he visited,” she said. She also suggested that crime may have been a factor leading to the poor turnout. “Trinidad
is presently experiencing a spike in their crime rate and most persons did not feel comfortable going out to the
event as a result. In addition, the location was not a good choice, it was South, out of town and a far stretch from
the city,” Williams said. The publicist also believes mischievous persons went out of their way to spread demeaning
propaganda about Tommy Lee Sparta, in an effort to hamper the progress of the concert. “During the promotion,
it was rumoured that he would not be able to perform as immigration would not permit him entry,” she said. The
publicist also vows that Tommy Lee Sparta will return to Trinidad in July. “We hope that this concert will be well
promoted and this time his fans will come out as we anticipate the crime rate to drop, and it will be at a centralised
location where his fans are able to access,”she said.

Buju Banton Ongoin Fight for Freedom Hit Another
Snag

Buju Banton lawyers, headed by Chokwe Lumumba, hired a computer expert to comb through
a juror’s hard drive for any evidence of misconduct. According to Tampa Bay Times, Banton’s IT
investigator found a total of 1.6 million records in the computer history between the specified
time frame set by the judge. However, at the end of the investigation, Banton’s computer expert
uncovered no evidence of misconduct. This dealt a big blow to Buju Banton’s hope for a new trial.
Buju Banton’s lawyer fired back saying Juror Teri Wright handed over the wrong computer. However,
Wright’s lawyer Lori Palmieri said she only had one computer. Buju Banton, born Mark Myrie, is currently
serving a 10-year sentence in a Florida prison after being convicted of drug trafficking charges in February 2011. The
Grammy-winning reggae singer is also facing an additional five years on a gun charge.

Mr Vegas thinking about tying the knot soon

Mr.
Vegas the dancehall star is putting his cheating baby mama drama behind him and he is moving
very fast. Sources close to the “Bruk It Down” deejay exclusively told media that he has been
dating a new girl and is planning to tie the knot. “Vegas took some time out to reflect and
realise that at the end of the day he is a star, so he is not going to let some regular chick get
the better of him,” the source told us. “Vegas been dating for a few months now and he is
very very happy, to the point he is even thinking about tying the knot,” the source added. Mr.
Vegas is currently going through a bitter custody battle with his ex-girlfriend and baby mother
Shellian McBayne.

Rastafari Council Threatens Snoop Lion With Lawsuit,
“He Is Not A Real Rasta” Bunny Wailer is furious with Snoop. Snoop Lion, formerly Snoop

Dogg, has caught some fire from the Rastafarian Community. The elders of the Ethio-Africa Diaspora Union
Millennium Council also known as the Rastafari Millennium Council has released a 7-page document criticizing
Snoop Lion Rastafarian transformation.
Bunny Wailer, who is an original members of Reggae’s most iconic band Bab Marley and
the Wailers, says Snoop Lion lied about becoming a Rastafarian to sell records. During an
interview with TMZ, Bunny Wailer says Snoop Dogg has engaged in “outright fraudulent
use of Rastafari Community’s personalities and symbolism” — and has failed to meet
“contractual, moral and verbal commitments.”
The Rastafari Council says loving Bob Marley, smoking weed and listening to reggae
music does not make you a Rastafarian. They are asking Snoop to drop the “Lion”
moniker and revert back to Dogg, as well as, issue an apology to the Rastafarian
Community. Failing to do so will result in a lawsuit against the rap icon.
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nOut AND About

RED & WHITE AFFAIR

j Featured Model
Cierra
Hi my name is Cierra. I attend South Carolina State University and i have high
hopes of being a top model. I have been doing my modeling for almost a year now.
At 18 years old i have a large resume, i mostly do charity fashion shows and
runway shows i hope to soon be a catalog model as well. I am really excited to
be in yardvibez magazine with my love for reggae music and how closely
interactive my family is with the Caribbean heritage.

ELEPHANT MAN

Ms VIBEZ
BDAY BASH
Bash

Florida dhk & DHQ
BECOME OUR NEXT FASHION MODEL OR COVERGIRL

EMAIL YOUR PICTURES AND INFO TO: YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM
YARDVIBEZ MAGAZINE & PROMOTION ARE SEEKING MALE AND FEMALE DANCERS FROM
FLORIDA & GEORGIA TO FEATURE IN MAGAZINE AND POSSIBLE BOOKINGS. TO REGISTER.
SET YOUR FREE PROFILE ON www.yardvibezmagazine.net AND SEND YOUR VIDEO,
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f Jamaican Humour

Sunbathing Rasta
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There was a Rasta man sunbathing in the nude on the beach in Negril.
He saw a little girl coming toward him, so he covered himself with the newspaper he was reading. The girl came
up to him and asked, ‘Wha yuh ‘ave undah de newspaper?’
Thinking quickly, the Rasta replied, ‘A bird.’
The girl walked away, and the Rasta man fell asleep.
When he woke up, he was in Montego Bay hospital in tremendous pain.
The police asked him what happened, he says, ‘Mi noh kno. I man was lying on de beach, dis likkle gal ax me a
question, den I man guess man mussah doze off an next ting I man know is I man deh ya.’ in hospital they so.
The police went to the beach, found the little girl, and asked her, “What did you do to that naked Rasta?’
After a pause, the girl replied, ‘ me neva do nutten to him? Nutten at all.
Me a play wid him bird an it spit pon me.
So, me bruk it neck, crack d egg dem, an set de nest pon fire!’

Visitor

A RASTAMAN WENT TO VISIT AN OLD FAMILY FRIEND. RASTAMAN KNOCK PON DI DOOR
AND SMADDY INSIDE SEH: “ A WHO DAT”
RASTAMAN– “ I AND I, JAH RASTAFARI, KING OF KINGS, LORD OF LORD:
CONQUERING LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH, SON OF HAILE SELASSIE I”
THE PERSON INSIDE REPLIED: “A ME ONE DEY YAH, AN MI NAH OPEN DE DOOR
FI SO MUCH AH OONU”.

Contests
Win a free ticket

to see Luciano and Ding Dong
live in concert
Jacksonville, Florida
to win you must log on to
www.yardvibezmagazine.net
set your free profile
once your profile is complete
go to contact us fill out the form with
your name/phone number
and email address.
Winner will be selected
April 13th 2k13

Funeral

An old couple in Jamaica was puzzled when the coffin of their dead relative arrived from foreign.
The corpse was so tightly squeezed inside the coffin that her face was practically touching the glass cover. When
they opened the coffin, they found a letter pinned to her chest which read:
Dear Mama and Papa:
Mi a sen yu wha lef a Puncie fi di funeral dung deh inna Jamaica. Sarry seh mi couldn’t mek di funeral cause dem
seh di expenses dem too high. Yu wi find inside a di coffin, unda Puncie body:
12 can a Bully Beef
12 bottle a Posner Shampoo
12 bottle a Posner Conditioner
12 bottle a Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion
12 tube a Colgate toothpaste
Pon Puncie body is a brand new pair a Nike (size 8) fi Keefa.
Unda Puncie head is four pair a Nike fi Boysie son dem. Puncie a wear six Fubu t-shirt - one is fi Trevor and di rest
fi im son dem.
Puncie a wear one dozen Wonder Bras (a fi mi favorite), jus devide dem mongst the likkle gal dem inna di district.
Di two dozen Victoria Secret panty dem dat Puncie have on is fi mi nieces and mi cousin dem.
Puncie also have on eight Levi pants, tek one fi yuhself and give di rest of dem to di likkle boy boy dem whey work
pon Papa truck.
Di Swiss diman watch yu did ask mi fa de pan Puncie lef wris and di tings dem wha yu did sen come beg mi for
Mama (di earrings, ring and chain), dem is where dem suppose fi wear pon Puncie body, please tek dem before
anybody come fi view di body.
hope seh yu get everyting alright. Di damn palitishan dem mek yuhaffe tiefall kina way fi get tings eena di kuntri.
God bless yu and keep yu,
Your loving daughter,
Babsie
P.S. Mi a beg yu find a dress fi Puncie bury eenna.

Yardvibez Magazine
is looking for the next

feature dancer

to be featured
in the next issue of magazine.
to enter set your free profile on
www.yardvibezmagazine.net
and upload your video.
Winners will receive feature
in magazine, booking in
Jacksonville, florida
that includes accomodations.
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EVER READY
RESTAURANT
AND LOUNGE

8943 LEM TURNER RD JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
“AUTHENTIC CARIBBEAN CRUSINE”
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